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the old Taoism, and their humanism corrects the monastic
tendency of both Buddhist and Taoist thinkers. This new
delight in beauty reveals itself also in the minor arts—int
porcelains of exquisite surface and tint, and in the patina of
lovely bronzes and lacquers.
As the men of Sung refused to turn their back on society,
but loved life and enjoyed its luxury in great cities, so they
found in matter itself a living pulse* Beauty is all about us,
and Kuo Hsi bids the artist cultivate a catholic, taste, and
observe .comprehensively and widely, noting the essential
features of a scene and ignoring the non-essentials. Such
is the philosophy of the day—strong in its objectivity but
also in its subjective interpretation, and artists under great
patrons like Hui-tsung were sure of a critical yet apprecia-
tive public, and of a reasonable livelihood. Their grand
landscapes are notable for spaciousness and quiet beauty,
and they were critical of the existing works of an earlier
day. Even Ku Kcai-chih comes in for scathing comment
so far as he attempted landscape; and only Wang Wei is
acknowledged as really great by the critic Su Tung-po.
With a few bold strokes these masters, especially of the
Southern school, suggest great spaces, and there is no
trivial detail to disturb the eye or mind, as some gnarled
fir-tree leans over a chasm, while a poet at its foot con-
templates eternity.
In two albums, one belonging to Marquis Kuroda and
entitled The Garden of Brush-culture and another to Mr.
Strehlneek of Shanghai, from which a painting is here
, reproduced, miniature-drawings of these great masters are
preserved, and here their vigour and poetic imagination
can be very conveniently studied. Here Taoist teachings
of the value of emptiness and Buddhist practices of con-
templation are revealed in the use of space and in the spirit
of ecstatic calm. A great example of figure and landscape
painting with these qualities is in the 'Sakyamuni coming
down from the Mountains', treasured in Japan. Our illustra-
tion of a typical Sung sculpture reveals a certain weakening
and softening when compared with its Teang prototypes.

